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1. Power Profile overview
Power Profile functionality is bringing together the SWO Profile and the Energy Measurement
features to show which application code is consuming most power in order to identify hot spots.
SWO tracing provides a statistical profile of the application activity, by periodically sampling the
program counter (PC) at the configured sample rate. This data is correlated with periodic power
consumption readings provided by the Energy Measurement feature.
For more details regarding SWO Profile/Energy Measurement features, please check the SWO
Trace and Energy Measurement Guides.
Power profiling is completely nonintrusive to the application – it does not affect the performance
in any way. As this is a statistical profile of application activity and power consumption, more
accurate results can be achieved by profiling for as long as possible.
Power Profile view can be found in Analysis menu:

1.1 Debug solutions
Compatibility
MCUXpresso IDE’s Power Profile functionality can only be used with a LinkServer
debug connection to MCU-Link Pro probe or other MCU-Link-based on-board
solutions which include the power measurement circuitry. The Power Profiling
functionality cannot be used with LPC-Link2 debug probes, other CMSIS-DAP
probes or third party probes.
The Power Profile view can be enabled on boards that support both Energy Measurement and
SWO features.
If Power Profile is used with a non compatible debug probe an error will be displayed:

Note: The Power Profile functionality requires an active debug session to capture the SWO data.
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Important Note: SWO debug features will only be available if supported by the target MCU,
target board and the project being debugged has correct pin muxing and clock setup.
While Power Profile view is running the other SWO related views are disabled, the only exception
being the ITM Console view. A warning message is displayed when Power Profile view is
enabled:

1.2 MCU-Link firmware
Version V2.263 or later of the NXP’s MCU-Link CMSIS-DAP firmware running on MCU-Link
Pro and MCU-Link on-board probes provides the support needed to use the Power Profile
functionality.
Please check the MCU-Link product page https://www.nxp.com/pages/:MCU-LINK-PRO for the
most recent firmware version and details on how to update.
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2. Power Profile view
The Power Profile view shows a profile of the code as it is running, providing a breakdown of
time spent in different functions, as well as power/energy consumption on each function.

2.1 Toolbar associated with the view
This section contains a brief description of each button in the view’s toolbar.
•

Resume button: starts or resumes data collection.

•

Pause button: suspends data collection.

•

Save button: opens a save dialog to export data in a tsv file.

•

Clear button: clears the displayed data.

•

Configure button: opens SWO Config View.

•

Rates Configuration button: opens rates configuration dialog, see Sampling rates
configuration [3].

2.2 Sampling rates configuration
The profile and power sample rates can be chosen from the existing dropdown lists of values.

Due to the statistical nature of profiling, choosing higher sampling rates can produce more
accurate results, but this can lead to overloading the trace and analog data channel. The Statistics
tab can be used to guide the selection of sample rates. As a general rule, you should aim for a
profile rate as high as possible but which does not cause any SWO Overflow packets and very
low SWO Lost Buffers.
For more details regarding profile/power rate configuration, please check the SWO Trace/Energy
Measurement Guides.

2.3 Tabs
The information is grouped in three different tabs:
• Summary tab
Showing the most relevant information.
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• Details tab
Providing all the detailed information.

Where:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Function - Function’s name.
Power Consumption - Average power consumption of the function.
Min - Minimum power consumption of the function.
Max - Maximum power consumption of the function.
Time - Total amount of time spent in the function.
Time % - Percentage of total time spent in the function.
Energy Consumption - Total energy consumption of the function.
Energy Consumption % - Percentage of total energy consumption of the function.

Note: For more detailed information on SWO data (such as: “Coverage %”, “Start”, “End”,
“Coverage Bitmap”), please check the SWO Trace Guide.
Double-clicking on a row will jump to the corresponding function definition in the source code.
Clicking on a column title will sort by that column. Clicking a second time will reverse the sorting
order.
• Statistics tab
Provides a low-level usage rate for different parts of the SWO pipeline and analog data.
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For more detailed information on SWO/analog statistics, please check the SWO Trace/Energy
Measurement Guides.
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3. Legal information
Information in this document is provided solely to enable system and software implementers to
use NXP products. There are no express or implied copyright licenses granted hereunder to
design or fabricate any integrated circuits or integrated circuits based on the information in this
document.
NXP makes no warranty, representation, or guarantee regarding the suitability of its products for
any particular purpose, nor does NXP assume any liability arising out of the application or use of
any product or circuit, and specifically disclaims any and all liability, including without limitation
consequential or incidental damages. “Typical” parameters that may be provided in NXP data
sheets and/or specifications can and do vary in different applications, and actual performance
may vary over time. All operating parameters, including “Typicals”, must be validated for
each customer application by customer’s technical experts. NXP does not convey any license
under its patent rights nor the rights of others. NXP sells products pursuant to standard terms
and conditions of sale, which can be found at the following address: https://www.nxp.com/
SalesTermsandCondition.
While NXP has implemented advanced security features, all products may be subject to
unidentified vulnerabilities. Customers are responsible for the design and operation of their
applications and products to reduce the effect of these vulnerabilities on customer’s applications
and products, and NXP accepts no liability for any vulnerability that is discovered. Customers
should implement appropriate design and operating safeguards to minimize the risks associated
with their applications and products.
NXP, the NXP logo, Freescale, the Freescale logo, Kinetis and Tower are trademarks of NXP
B.V.
Arm, Cortex, Thumb, TrustZone, Mbed, Keil, CoreSight are registered trademarks of Arm Limited
(or its subsidiaries) in the US and/or elsewhere. Microsoft, Azure ThreadX are trademarks of the
Microsoft group of companies. FreeRTOS™ and FreeRTOS.org™ are trade marks of Amazon
Web Services, Inc. SEGGER Embedded Studio is a trademark of SEGGER Microcontroller
GmbH. J-Link is a trademark of SEGGER MICROCONTROLLER GMBH & CO. KG IAR
trademark is owned by IAR Systems AB. Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks
of Oracle Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both. Linux is the registered
trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other countries. UNIX is a registered trademark
of The Open Group in the United States and other countries. Eclipse, CDT are trademarks of
Eclipse Foundation, Inc.
© NXP B.V. 2016-2022. All rights reserved.
How To Reach Us:
Home Page: https://www.nxp.com
Web Support: https://www.nxp.com/support
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